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 PREFACE 
 
 The following oral history testimony is the result of a videotaped interview with Cecilie 
Klein-Pollack, conducted by Linda Kuzmack on May 7, 1990 on behalf of the United States 
Holocaust Memorial Museum. The interview took place in Washington, DC and is part of the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's collection of oral testimonies. Rights to the interview 
are held by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. The interview cannot be used for sale in 
the Museum Shop. The interview cannot be used by a third party for creation of a work for 
commercial sale. 
 The reader should bear in mind that this is a verbatim transcript of spoken, rather than 
written prose. This transcript has been neither checked for spelling nor verified for accuracy, and 
therefore, it is possible that there are errors. As a result, nothing should be quoted or used from this 
transcript without first checking it against the taped interview. 
 



 CECILIE KLEIN-POLLACK 
 May 7, 1990 
 
 
01:00:00 
 
Q: Tell me your name please.  
 
A: My name is Cecilia Klein-Pollack. 
 
Q: Where and when were you born? 
 
A: I was born in Jasina, April 13, 1925. 
 
Q: Where is Jasina? 
 
A: Jasina is a small town in Czechoslovakia. It is – Czechoslovakia was actually from four 

parts, Podkarpatská Rus, Morava, Slovensko, and Czechoslovakia. Jasina was in the part of 
Podkarpatská Rus. 

 
Q: Tell me about your parents and your family before the war, when you were growing up. 
 
A: I, I am the youngest; I was the youngest of six children. My father was a teacher. He taught 

German and math, but he taught privately. And we had a, a store which was, what you would 
call here a grocery store. My, my mother mostly took care of the store; and we, were a very 
close and happy family. We, I came from a orthodox background, and we – my father took 
great store by education. Our children, his children – most of them, I mean as long as it was 
possible – went on to further education from – we had only up to eight grades in our town, 
but after that they would go to Prague and study in Prague. And this was where my two 
oldest brothers were studying and my sister, Perla. However, in – when I was 14 years old, 
my whole life changed. My life changed somewhat before then, because my father died 
when I was nine years old. However, my mother was able to keep everything going; and, my 
brothers, wanted in fact to quit the studies to help Mother, but she insisted that they should 
continue. So my, my brother who was studying law, he was secretary of the Zionist 
Federation. And when the Nazis came in to Prague, he was able to secure a certificate for 
himself and for my, for my sister; but for my sister he had to arrange a mock marriage with – 
to a Palestine, who had Palestine citizenship, and this is how she was able to get out to 
Palestine. However, our part didn't become occupied by the Nazis, but it became occupied 
by the Hungarians. I was 14 years old when the Hungarians marched in. We, were thrown 
out of school. School was not permitted for Jewish children to attend. And as I was one day 
going to my to one of the classmates, to spend time with her; I, when I came back, my 
mother and my sister were gone. They were, they were sur– they surprised them and took 
them away to a to, in Budapest to a prison, to a prison. The reason was that they took away 
our citizenship papers, because my father was two years old when he came from Poland with 
his parents. So they considered us Polish. Polish. And anybody that was Polish, they would – 
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they threw them out of the country and sent them over to Poland where – most of them – 
whoever was, was shipped out to Poland, were, were killed by, by, by – some by the Poles 
and some by the Nazis. They, they were all shot to death or, or whatever. So my mother was 
for, for a few months in a prison; and when I came back I was all alone. I was at the time 14 
years old; and it was the most horrible experience of my life, to find myself all alone. 
However, I had a married sister who lived about six miles from my house. So I went to stay 
with my sister, and – but the first night I slept alone there, and I ju– I just had to, to get used 
to this, that my, my mother is gone and I – this is when I wrote my first poem in, in German. 
And, and after that I went to my sister; and I tried to find a lawyer for my mother and sister, 
that they should release them – because they was in a prison, so there was still a chance, you 
know, on some – if you had connections, or to be released. So there, my brother's friend was 
a, a lawyer in that town and he was able to secure for them a six-months extension.  

 
01:06:00 
  
 But my, but I had another brother whose name was – Chaim was his Jewish name, and he 

was a dentist. He had also a certificate to leave for Palestine. But he came to Budapest to, to 
say good-bye to us and he couldn't bring himself to leave us, so he, he stayed. He opened up 
a make-shift dental office, like just in our kitchen chair; and he started to, to do dental, you 
know, dentistry and of trying to – this was, this was prior to, to the day that my mother was 
arrested. So he decided, he didn't go to Palestine. And, he was able then to relocate; and my 
mother came out and the six months were up, so he went on to another town where he 
opened up a, a small, office. He meantime got married, opened up a dental office; and he 
became friendly with the, with the police because he did their, he fixed their teeth for free. 
And he, he, he rented for us a room there, for me and my sister and my mother, from where 
we never, we never left the room, because we didn't want to be that the people should know 
that we are there. And he would do all the shopping for us; and, and this was our hiding 
place, and we, were hiding in – Horinc was the name where we, were hiding – after, after my 
mother was out from, from the prison, after the six months were gone. 

 
Q: Excuse me. The six-month extension meant what?  
 
A: The six-months extension meant that after six months, we have to, we cannot live in, in, not 

only Jasina, in Hungary. We must leave. We would be left, they would come for us forcibly 
and take us, and take us away and ship us over to Poland. So, of course, at this time we knew 
already what the plan would be, so, so we escaped. My brother helped us to escape. He had 
meantime, he went, he went ahead of time. He had already dental office and he knew already 
the police. We, were still – he didn't wait 'til the six months. Let's say after four months he 
went and established himself there and got to know the police. And then we had to leave. 
The way we left is we just – we had three tenants in our house. We didn't even tell the 
tenants that we are leaving. We just walked out of the house and – like we would go for a 
walk. We left everything. We just walked out in our, in, in our only clothes – except for, for 
a pocketbook – so that nobody should know that we are leaving.  
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01:09:35 
 
 And we boarded a train; and we came first to Chust because you have to come to Chust by 

train in order to get to Horinc. But when we arrived to Chust, there was, they made the police 
was making selections – not selections; they were rounding up the people who didn't have 
papers, who didn't have, who didn't have citizenship papers. They were shipping them to, to 
Poland. So we came at a very bad time. However, my brother waited for us at the train 
station and he got – and he got somebody that let us stay in a, in a – it was like a bunker, a 
basement, in a basement for, until, until, – we stayed there about one week, until this will 
blow over and the people, you know, will calm down again. Because once they made their, 
their arrests, it was – it, it quieted down; because it wasn't, it wasn't not yet – when – 
Hungary was not bothering yet the Jews, only the ones that didn't have citizenship papers, 
and only from the part that they occupied. But deep in Hungary, the Jews were still having 
their businesses and, and had all the, the freedom. So after that, he got us to Horinc, where 
we, were staying about – because I was approximately 16 years old when I, when I left 
Horinc, so we, were staying there at least a year. But then my brother – the police had 
warned him, because he became very friendly with the police— 

 
Q: Just a – I need to slow down a little bit. You were staying for a year. You were hiding in this 

room? 
 
A: Yes. We, were— 
 
Q: Can you slow down and tell us what it was like to hide? We have plenty of time. Slow and 

tell us – what it was like to hide in that room for a year. 
 
A: I was very content, except I was very lonely because I had no friends. I could not have any 

friends. I had only my mother and my sister, who got married in the meantime so that she 
would have, not – she was anyway engaged to be to be married but she wouldn't have 
probably that young – she was only 17 years old that she married, or, or close to 18. She 
married so that she should have citizenship papers; and she married with whom she was 
anyway engaged, but she got engaged that young because of the circumstances that we had, 
that, that we had experienced. So he, he got married to a dentist who had citizenship papers 
and she could at least be – live freely, and she lived in Chust. So she left Horinc, and she 
lived in Chust. And I, and then I was just, I was just with my mother. But she would come to 
visit, to visit us. My brother would try to keep us occupied. He would bring games into the 
house, and play with us. He, he used to play, the guitar. He would come and play the guitar 
after he finished his office work; and he tried, – he was one of the best people that, that lived 
on this, under the sun, because he – not only that he, helped, he was so – I mean, that he gave 
up his life for his family; but when he was a young, a young boy, he would he would take the 
children. And when he was even working as a dentist, whoever didn't have money he 
wouldn't charge. He would do free dental work. I mean, it was not just that he was helping 
us, but he, he'll helped other people. And what I'm trying to describe that what kind of people 
they, they killed; and, and that people are really not only, that could make contributions to 
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this world and what they did to, to such wonderful people, eventually. So, so my brother 
tried to keep us occupied.  

 
01:13:51 
 
 However, he was informed by the police that in two weeks he will be taken away on forced 

labor, on forced labor. That meant, meant nobody knew where they are going to send him. 
Without him, we could not stay and continue to be in Horinc; because we would be – we, 
were stateless, so what he did is he used to send his dental work to Nyíregyháza – which was 
a big city in, deep in Hungary. That was not from the occupation, but that was really 
Hungary. So he got in touch with the this the owner of that laboratory. It was a large 
labora— dental laboratory. And he asked him that he could rent for us a cheap room in 
some, in a secluded neighborhood. He explained him the situation, and he was a Jewish man; 
and he asked him that he should accept me as an apprentice to learn the dental work. He 
gave us all the money that, that he had to, you know, to tide us over. So, and then he left. So, 
you can imagine with all this, this parting – which I described in my book – when my, when 
my brother was leaving, and we never knew what's going to happen to us and we never knew 
what's going to happen to him. And, the, the last, day, we all – when he came to say good-
bye, my mother, my mother fainted because she couldn't – he, he knew that.... First of all, 
she felt terribly guilty that we let him stay when he could be in Palestine, and now he's being 
taken away from us; and forced labor meant, that also you didn't know whether they will 
ever return. And, unfortunately, he didn't. So, but, I, I – and, and he kept, he came three times 
back to, you know, to say good-bye to us and finally he had to leave; and, and this was the 
last time that we, we saw my brother. We came to Nyíregyháza, and we had all the, you 
know, we knew exactly where we are going to, to stay – which was one room by a very poor 
widow. It had, no hot water. It was a very dilapidated, room, where we, were staying, and.... 
But I was accepted by this into that laboratory; and everyday I would, I would go, you know, 
to learn to become a dental technician. And my mother was always at, at home and she tried 
to make a home for me. However, eventually her money was, was running out; and we, no 
matter how we, were trying to, to save and to live, economically, eventually our money ran 
out and she had to, and she was, would go to stand in line for, it was like, you know, like 
soup kitchens and, and it was the most horrible experience for my mother, because she was a 
very proud person and, and she was used to help other people. I will just describe you the 
type of a mother my mother was.  

 
01:17:52 
 
 We had a house; and, and we, were not, by all means we, were not rich people. We, were 

almost poor ourselves, especial she had lost her husband. And we had – so we rented out in 
order to make ends meet, we rented out to tenants; we rented out three, we had three tenants, 
and not even one could pay the rent. They were all poor. And we, were always, you know, 
we, were children. We wanted to be able also to buy ice cream and to buy chocolate and to 
buy nice clothes; and natural my mother never had any money. We would always tell her, 
"Why when you have to rent to, to people that cannot pay? Look. There are other rich 
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people. Why don't they take them?" And my mother always said, "Let them learn from me. I 
don't want to learn from them." And, and she always said, "We will see that because we are 
doing all this good deeds, that God will help." And, and, and, anyway, she believed in God 
that whatever she is doing that God will reward us. She even used to send us as children to, 
to collect, for poor families that, that needed, that were needy families. And this is how she 
taught us to, to help other people. So now you can imagine that now she had to stand – yeah, 
she would even cook much more than we needed and bring to those poor tenants, so that 
they should have enough to eat – and now she was standing in, in a line for a little soup. And 
she was so embarrassed about it that she would not let me – she didn't even tell me. I didn't 
even know; because when I would come home, you know, the, the food was there. And I 
always said, "Oh, it's, it's so," you know, "it tastes so bad." So then she found a place where 
she would wash dishes to get in a restaurant, to get one meal, one meal for, for washing 
dishes and even this she didn't tell. She would say she brought it. He, he, there was a certain 
pride in the way we, were brought up, you know, that this, that it's embarrassing. And she 
would, she would put a pot of hot water what the landlady should think that she is cooking, 
in order not to let her know our dire need and in what bad circumstances we are, because this 
landlady didn't know that we have no papers and that we are just in hiding. And I always, 
and I couldn't go no place because again, in case somebody would ask me for papers, I was 
without papers; and everybody had to have papers in Hungary. The policemen, they came 
over and they asked you for you to show your papers, and if you didn't have them you were 
right away arrested. So I would always go straight home from the laboratory. And I was 
working between nine boys and they would always, you know, wanted to escort me home, or 
to ask me to a movie; and I never wanted to go no place because, because I could not afford 
to be too visible in case, because I couldn't tell nobody that, that why.... The only person that 
knew that I am in hiding was the, owner of the laboratory.  

 
01:20:50 
 
 But then one day my sister arrived from Chust, and it was my – I was – it was my 17th 

birthday. She arrived on my birthday, and I was so excited. I thought that she came because 
it was my birthday. And she told us that my sister, the one that was –I had a sister that was 
married and had three children with a husband – that they were arrested for over.... She had a 
store, and at that time you could not just take away a store without any reason because it was 
not yet you know, it, it was not yet, the Germans, the Nazis weren't, weren't yet in Hungary. 
They were only in all the other places, but not in Hungary; so they did yet have the right to 
go and, and take away your store, your house. So, so they, they paid up one, one person that 
wanted her store went to the police and said that, that she over-charged. It was just a you 
know, something to pin on you. So they, the police came, took away my brother-in-law to a 
forced labor camp; and my sister was arrested. And the three children remained alone, so the, 
from our from our tenants, they – my – the tenants that were in our house, she left the 
children. He, he begged them to let to let the children that somebody should come and pick 
up the children. So the children were taken by, by one of our tenants until somebody from 
Romania, a cousin of hers, came to Jasina to take care of them; and, and she moved in with 
her three children into our house that we had, you know, that, that we had went away from. 
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So now my sister was in Budapest in a in a prison; and my brother-in-law was in, somewhere 
took him to some forced labor camp. So my sister came to tell us that good news, from, from 
Chust. This was the – so we started to, to plan how we could help my sister. Somebody has 
to go to Budapest and try again, you know, to get a lawyer and to find out where, where she 
is and, and to help her. Maybe we could, get her out. So my mother, when I came back from, 
from the laboratory, my mother told me that we cannot be anymore together, that I must go 
to Budapest and try to see what I can do for my sister.  

 
01:24:12 
 
 

                                                

I, I started – I, I panicked. I started to cry, "What am I going to do there? How am I going 
to...?" You know, I, I was never, I was never by myself. I was never independent; and now I, 
and also I had to go, to get to Budapest it's, it’s, it’s a danger because if I am asked for, for a, 
for papers and I don't have them, I'm arrested too. So we, decided on our plan, that I'm going 
to buy an anti-Semitic papers. There was, there was a paper that was, that came out specially, 
you know, they had the, the that they had like they had Nyilaskeresztes,1 they were called. it, 
it was like they had in Germany the Nazi Party, they had also a Nyilaskeresztes Party; and 
they were printing a very anti-Semitic paper. So I was going to buy an anti-Semitic paper 
and travel first class; so because this way nobody would will suspect that, you know, a Jew 
without papers was going to travel first class and read an anti-Semitic paper. And this is 
perhaps how I'm going to, you know, to be able to get to Budapest. And once I'm in 
Budapest, it's a very big city. It's easier to hide out there. But my mother couldn't remain any 
more in, in Horinc. Of course, she didn't have the money and she didn't and you know, she 
didn't have papers and there was no, no reason for her to stay anymore. She stayed only 
because as long as I was there and I was learning to become a dental technician. So my sister 
took my mother along with her, to stay with her in Chust; and she was going to hide there, 
because there my, my brother-in-law was a, a dentist and he also had, you know, was 
friendly with the police. As long as they got, you could always buy off the police at the time, 
you know, until it was still possible. 

 
Q: What was the name of your sister in Chust? what, what was— 
 
A: Mina.  
 
Q: Mina. And the name of your sister in prison? 
 
A: Feigi – Fran was her name. So, so my, my, and so I became the, the one to, to, to try to do 

something for my sister. I had I knew of a couple of friends that lived in Budapest; and they, 
they worked there because in the small towns there was no – that they couldn't secure work 
and they were very poor. So they lived in Budapest, and my sister brought their addresses for 
me; so I went to Budapest and this was – Budapest became my hiding place. However, I 

 
 1 Nyilaskeresztes Párt, or Arrow-Cross Party, was the Hungarian counterpart to Germany's Nazi 
Party. 
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found out – I couldn't really find out but they went to find out for me – that my sister was, 
just taken away from Budapest. She was not anymore in Budapest, but she was in Backa 
Topola. And in Backa Topola – this was, Serbia. But at the time it, it was, it was occupied by 
the Hungarians; so, so it was, you could travel there to, to Backa Topola. And I, I, first of all, 
I had to find also a job because I, I had – my sister brought whatever money she had for me, 
and also some jewelry that, that I should sell, and the jewelry – she sold – no – she sold the 
jewelry and she gave me the money from the jewelry; and she gave all the money that she 
could possibly raise that I should have for, for a lawyer.  

 
01:27:52 
 
 But, unfortunately, I was really inexperienced; and, and my friends got me a job in a suit 

factory. So I started – yeah, I started to they, they, they took me into with them to live. So the 
landlady just added another, you know, cot; and, and I lived with those friends and I started 
to work in a suit factory. There I met somebody that – I was very gullible – that he, he started 
to, you know, he told me I was not a bad-looking girl; so I started to have – he wanted to 
become my boyfriend. But, of course, I, I thought my way, you know, “I'm not interested.” 
But he was, he was very nice and friendly; and, and I found out, and he told me that he has a 
lot of connections. And anyway, he gained my trust, and I told him about my sister's 
situation. I didn't even tell him, I didn't really tell him it's my sister. I just told him it is 
somebody that, that I am, that I would like to help. He didn't know that, that I don't have 
papers or anything like that. I wasn't that gullible. But I told him about, that I'm looking for a 
lawyer, could he suggest a lawyer. You know, this is what I really what I asked him – could 
he suggest a lawyer? He told me, "A lawyer! You don't need a lawyer. I have a .... an uncle 
that he is a very big wheel in, in the government." And I told him, you know, on what on 
what a flimsy charge what they did to this family, how they destroyed the whole family. And 
he said, "Well, this is really terrible. But don't you worry. You just tell me, the name; and, 
and I, I'm having dinner with my uncle, and I'm going to try to see that, that your relative or 
whatever should be released." I was so happy. I was, I was excited. He said, "But you 
know," he said, "these things take money." I said, "okay." I said, "It, it doesn't matter." "It's 
not," he said, "that my uncle – but, but I am – but he will have to, bribe some other officials." 
Well, I, I believed him, and I and I thought about – and I told him okay, he should go ahead. 
And, then, then I think we, we are running...? 

 
Q: No. No. You have plenty of time. We have two, two hours interview. Plenty of time. 
 
A: So anyway he, I, I believed him, that he can get my, my sister out. And, and in short he told 

me one day that I should bring him – it was about then the equivalent of 300 dollars, that this 
is how much it has to cost. I gave it to him, and he said, "okay." He said, now – I said, "All 
right, so now when is my sister going to be, free?" I said. "Well," he said – "Oh," he said, 
"let's go, meet me by the railroad station. We are going to Backa Topola, and your sister – 
we will just have to sign the papers. Your sister will be free." I, I made this man appointment 
to meet him at the train station.  
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01:30:57 
 
 I came to the train station. There was no – Feri2 was his name – there was no Feri, and I wait 

and wait. And here I, I have my, my ticket. And meantime I saved up. I didn't eat – I, I lived 
only on a, on a, on a piece of, on bread and, and margarine; because it was everything ration, 
rationed. You needed rations. So, I saved up all the rations so that I could buy for my sister 
the butter and, and salami, and what, whatever I could get on my rations. And, and so – soap 
– even soap was, everything was rationed. So that I should have a package, and get her – just 
in case she's not released right away, you know, to get, to get her package to her. And I, here 
I'm sitting here with this package with all the, with all the stuff that I had accumulated for my 
sister; and I, and I literally starved. I, I was hungry the whole time that I was in Budapest. I 
was starving over two years, just almost like li− like – not like in Auschwitz, but practically 
like in Auschwitz by the time we came, because – anyway, I arrived with this parcel and, and 
I see now the train is pulling in. There is no Feri. I just knew that this was a, a hoax, that I 
will never see this guy again, that he took away my money. And I boarded the train, and I 
traveled not knowing a soul in Backa Topola, not knowing where I am going even to sleep, 
what I'm going to do, to whom I – I just thought to myself, "I have the ticket. I must get to 
Buda– to Backa Topola. I want to see my sister." And what I'm going to do, what my plan is 
to ask anybody just to, to direct me to a Jewish family. And with this, and with this, with this 
in mind, I – you becam– you become so strong when you, when you have to, you know, so 
independent. And, and I just didn't think of – I, I couldn't think any, anything further than 
this. This was a very long journey. It was at least like a 12 hour journey.  

 
01:33:42 
 
 

                                                

I traveled – I, I arrived there and I arrived there like middle, like 12 o'clock at night; and I, 
and I get out with this – with this package, with that big parcel. And there's not a soul at the 
at the train station, only one guy. So I go over to him and I ask him in Hungarian, I said, "I 
would like you, could you direct me either to," you know, "to a hotel because I have to go 
and sleep somewheres." So he just motions to me like I should follow him, and I am 
following him; and it just doesn't look to me like the city, you know. I, I started to see that 
like a small farmland; and I was so scared, but there so much and there's nothing, you know, 
I, I don't know where, where to run. And just as I'm about to run away, we come to a to a 
small farm house, you know. And, and he – and I – and I am very reluctant, you know, to go 
in; and he knocked on the door and a woman opens up the door. And she says, "Don't be 
afraid." She says, "Come in." She tells me this is her son, he's not very – he's not all there, 
but he loves to go to the train stations to watch the trains come and go. "But don't be afraid, 
he's, he's harmless." And she was such a wonderful lady. She said, "Come in, don't be 
afraid;" and I, and I tell her, you know, I really wanted to go to a hotel. But she said, “that's 
okay.” And then I thought and how this might – I said, "Can you tell me where is here a 
Jewish family. Can you direct me to a Jewish family?" She said, "You sleep over. Tomorrow 
morning I will take you to a, to...." You know, each town had had like a leader; you know, 

 
2 Diminutive of the Hungarian personal name, “Ferencz.” 
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that, that was that was that was the person that people would, would come for, for ask any 
advice or a leader in, in the town. So she said, "Tomorrow I will take you there." And, and I 
slept over there.  

 
01:35:52 
 
 The next day, she harnessed a wagon with her horses and he, he took me to this to this 

family. And, they were wonderful people; and to them, you know, I told them my whole 
situation. And he said, "Don't worry. I'll, we will try to do whatever, we can." In fact, by this 
lady I still asked her whether she could sell me some cheese; because she had a farm, and I 
got a cheese and stuff for my sister. And he came and, and he told me he's going to find out, 
you know, about visiting – how I could get to see my sister. I told him that the whole 
situation. So he said he came there and he said, "You know what? You're very lucky, 
because visiting is only once in two weeks, but this weekend –" this could be, let's say, I 
arrived for instance on a Thursday, or – he said, "But this Sunday is visiting hours." So that I, 
I stayed with them and they, they did – they were just marvelous. This was the first time that 
I really ate like, like a person should and, and lived in a beautiful house for, for a few days; 
and they got me a chicken and toasted that chicken, that I should have still for my sister to 
bring up to her. And, I, I came to, and finally the long day, I mean the long-waiting day 
arrived on a Sunday. And I came and to visit my sister, so they asked information. They 
asked whom, who, what kind of a relative I am. I said right away, you know, “a cousin.” I 
didn't want to admit I'm a sister. So they said, "There's no visiting today because they were, 
they're punished." There were, for some misdemeanor the whole the whole camp is 
punished, and they can't let me see her. I should come back in two weeks. And I was beside 
myself; but I didn't want to, you know?  

 
01:38:25 
 
 And there was a, a young, guard; and I, and I, and I smiled to him nice, nice. I started to back 

myself, you know; I said – and, and I, I even where, where, where I became so worldly all of 
a sudden. I, I made him compliments on how, how the uniform is, is, you know, he looks so 
terrific in his uniform. And he thought, you know, that I am sort of start, starting out, you 
know, here a romance with him, you know. He, he looked at me. He smiled back, and, and 
he started to say, you know, he said, "Maybe I could I could bend a little bit the rules, if, if 
you are going to have with me a date tonight." He probably thought, you know, I am a very 
easy pickup. I said, "Sure." What am I, I said, "Of course, and I, I would be more than, I 
would be happy to meet you. You, you just tell me when and where. But, but would you just, 
as long as you let me bring in this parcel to, to this cousin of mine." He said, "okay." He said, 
"I will let you see her for a few minutes." And my sister – when I saw my sister, I didn't 
recognize her; because this was already, you know, after weeks and weeks and weeks. 
Because my sister was religious and she didn't want to eat the food. Can you imagine? I 
begged her. I, I said, "Look, you, you are, you want to kill yourself. You have three children, 
and, and you, you must eat, and, and you must promise me." And, and she – and I gave her 
this food – which was, everything kosher, because I myself was at that time only kosher. So, 
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– and, and I even asked her, I said, and I knew that my sister is going to share it with 
everybody because she was just like my mother. And I promised myself. "Here you must be 
selfish," I said, "because I don't know for how long this is going to have to last you. But, but 
I'm, I am working..." I didn't even have a lawyer, nothing; but I knew I have to give her hope, 
you know. And I told her, just thought about the children. That the children were being taken 
care of by a cousin. And I told her that, that I have an excellent lawyer; which I didn't have 
but I feel hope is so much, is so important and, you know, you, if you don't have nothing to 
hope for, then, then it’s, it’s she will give up. And, and at least I was playing really for time. 
So I told her that, "I have a wonderful lawyer. And you will see, you will get out; and you 
must eat, and you must eat. And I will come back again." And, and in a few minutes that 
was, that was – this visit was over. I came, I came back to this Mr. Rubin's and I was very 
depressed; and I and I told them that I, I can see my sister was going to, you know, he, he 
won't last even if; if they won't ship her to, to Poland, she's going to, God forbid, die there. 
He, he said, "Look, we, they know in Szabadka, which was about three hours from where, 
from where I was – this was Backa Topola – by, by train. A very good lawyer, and he is 
going to give me a letter to him. I should take it to this lawyer, and, tell him my situation; 
and if anybody can get out my sister, he, he's the man to do it.  

 
01:41:54 
 
 So I, I, I left and I – that was on a Sunday – I, I went to, to Szabadka, because it was my 

chance − Szabadka. It took, the train I took from there also a carriage, and I gave him the, the 
address and I arrived – I looked much younger than my years. I was already at that time, I 
was 17, 18. 18. No – 17, because I was three years in, in Budapest. I was 17. Because it was 
right in the beginning. It was in the very beginning, the fir– first, month. So I, I came; and at 
the door, this lawyer opens the door – and, even though I was, I, I was 17, I look like at least 
three years younger – so the lawyer looked around that somebody else should follow me. He 
thought that I am with somebody. So I told him, "Look, you don't look for nobody. I am the 
– I am your client." And, and I started to tell him that the situation about my sister, and about 
these people in Backa Topola who gave me his address, and I gave him the letter. He said, 
and, and he listened. He said – and I said, and I – but I said, "I have no money to pay you." 
he said, "Don't worry." He said, "I will do everything in my pow– in my power to get your 
sister out. I will, this will be, this case will take priority over all my, my other cases, and, and 
I, I will do anything." And he said, "As payment, I would just like to meet your mother; 
because I want to know your mother that could raise such a courageous and devoted, 
devoted, daughter that can be so devoted." So I told him about the rest of it, you know, when 
you talk already you are talking, because he asked about my mother, not everything else. 
And, what I'm doing; and I told him that I'm just trying to, to, to hide out as best as I can 
because I have no papers, myself. So from there I came back to Budapest. There's a lot of 
hope already, because I knew that this, this thing taken care of, at least I, I hope that he can 
take care of the situation. And, and he did. She was the only one that was released after six 
months. And she was the only one to get back to her children, but unfortunately only until 
the Nazis came in; because after that, there was no rest. Nobody could help anybody 
anymore. So I am back in Budapest, and I, I came back to the to this to my apartment, to my 
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to these friends. And, I went back to that factory; and I was – I didn't know now what, what I 
should do, because I was afraid of this – I, I knew I cannot do anything to this Feri, because 
how can I? A Jew had absolutely no rights. I cannot, confront him; and, and I was just 
worried that what am I going to do when, when he comes, back to this place to work. But he 
didn't come back. He wasn't there.  

 
01:44:54 
 
 And, and I lost my job, anyway; because when I came back, I was as I was working that day, 

the – this – the boss of, of that factory came in and, and said, and called me to come into his 
office. And I didn't know why he was calling me. He, he was, he was observing me, like for 
a few hours that day, and then he called me in. And when he called me in…. Do we run – 
because then we would rather go to the to the parts where there were the camps... 

 
Q: Trust me enough that we're fine. You have 10 minutes left on this hour, and then there's 

another hour of tape. So we have plenty of time. You trust me. I have a clock. 
 
A: All right. So he told me, he called me into the office; and I thought that he's calling me in to 

the office because I have been missing for a few days, that I didn't come in to work for a few 
days. But what, why he called me in to the office was – he asked me all kinds of, of 
questions. He asked me where I lived, and, and he told me, "Isn't this a very hard job for 
you?" I said, "Well, it’s, it’s hard." How much do I get paid? I said, I told him; because, you 
know, he wasn't making out the payroll. He said, "Oh, that's very little." I said, "Well, I have, 
I have, I have no choice. I could certainly use more money if you want to give me a raise." 
He said, "No, but you know what? You could work in my office, and you would get much 
better pay." And I still was very, naive. I said, "Sure." I said, "I would be glad to work in 
your office and get a raise." He said, "And where do you live?" So I, I told him. He said, "Do 
you have your parents, do you live with your parents?" I said, "No, I live, I live with some 
friends." And when I told him where, he said, "Oh, that's a very bad neighborhood. “Well, 
not so − that’s okay." I said, "That's okay."  

 
01:47:25 
 
 He said – but he said, "I live in a much better neighborhood." He said, "Would you like to, 

you could live in, in my house; and I live in a very beautiful house." I said, and I am so – I 
said, "But what, what, why would you...? I thought you were only just a kind man." I, I 
swear, I have no absolutely no experience, nothing. I, I was so sheltered all my, all these 
years, you know? Left, with, I didn't have a chance to have any experience. He said, "No..." I 
said – he said, he said, "I have no wife." Then it dawned on me. I said, "You have no wife?" 
Then I said, "Well," I said, "you have the, wrong person." I said, "I am certainly not, 
interested in, ...." And he, you know, you should have seen this man. He was limping. He 
was at least forty years old, and to me he looked – in those years, that was an old man. It 
never occurred to me that old men would have all these, you know, different interests. I said, 
"No." I said, "I'm not interested." And he said, "No, you're not interested." He said – I said, 
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said, "No," and, and I, I really got very mad; and I, and I said something probably that – he 
said, "okay." He said, "You cannot have your job anymore." So, so I was fired. I was fired 
right on the spot. Anyway, I was, I was fired, and so I finally got – I had to look for another 
job. My friends were working in a candy factory, so I got another job in a candy factory. I 
never got, got to – I still didn't get to work in – to, continue with my – in a dental laboratory 
because I was for, I needed, you know, money to pay the rent. And even though my sister 
was, kept constantly sending me money, it wasn't enough. So I was working in that candy 
factory; but this didn't, last either, because as soon as, it got slow I was laid off. Finally, I, I 
decided, and my and my mother and my sister, they kept constantly asking me I should go 
and try to get into a to a dental laboratory again. And so I was making the rounds, and, and I 
had very good recommendations from my boss in from Nyíregyháza; and I, I finally secured 
a place that, that he was accepting me. And, and I, I added that I said I am – I had, I am 
already a year and a half, a year and eight months – instead of eight months I was only in a 
dental laboratory before – but he gave me a chance. He was also a Jewish man. But as fate 
will have it, after, after working there for about almost a year, he was called in into – it was a 
labor battalion. They, they called in the Jewish men to do labor. They didn't give them rifles, 
but they would call them in, let's say, for two years or so; so that was the end of my of my, 
job. It wasn't really a job. I was learning, and he gave me a small amount of money to – he 
paid me a little bit.  

 
01:50:45 
 
 And I was, I went to, to an agency to see whether I can get another job. And as I was 

standing there, I – somebody was asking, that who they would need a governess for, for their 
little girl who speaks German. And I right away ran over, and I said, and as a governess. As I 
said I looked – he was very doubtful when he looked at me. He said, "You know," he said, 
"we, were supposed to have somebody, but, she didn't show up. And we are leaving, on the 
Balaton." This is a, a place to go, for, vacations. This is a vacation place. "But we are leaving 
for the Balaton the next day or two days, so we have no time to choose." He said, "If my 
wife likes you, yeah," he said. And I said I like children. I had, I knew so much about 
children, so like. And anyway I, I bluffed myself into this, job. However, and they were very 
nice people. They took me along, but the little girl absolutely didn't want to cooperate with 
me at all. She didn't want me. She want only her mother, and I was completely really useless 
to them. But they were very, very nice. And they said, "Well, if you – we are going to look 
for somebody else, but you can stay with us as, as long as, as you want." I said, "What I 
would really want is to be able to get another dental, a job in a dental laboratory." So what, 
what, what happened, he, he got me another job in a dental laboratory. I just started to you 
know, to work there, and, and I and lived with my, with these friends in, in that rooming 
house; and one day when I came home there was a lot of commotion. And, and all of a 
sudden, the landlady had a, a fight with another landlady. It didn't pass in two days. The 
police comes. The, the wom– woman reported, with whom our landlady had a fight, reported 
this – our landlady – that she's harboring Polish girls. And here I have absolutely no papers. I 
have a diary that I was keeping which is written in Czech, because that was my language that 
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I was most – because I went to Czech schools. By then, I was – I spoke fluent Hungarian 
also, and, and was writing Hungarian.  

 
01:53:54 
 
 The police arrives about 10 o'clock, or 11 o'clock. No, 10 o'clock. And here I know this is the 

end of my freedom. They said – they came in and they said, "We are taking you to the," all, 
all of us, "to the station." My luck was that my three friends had all the papers, because they 
were legal. I had nothing. And here I am. I, I, I have never been so frightened in my whole 
life; and not only did I think about myself – that I am going to be incarcerated – but what my 
mother, my mother's, how my mother's going to, to cry and, and what, what this will do to 
my mother. I always – my mother was always with me, day and night. I always thought 
about her. And they take us to the police station, and here I am I am telling my friends that, 
that in case I'm – now, now I, I have no chance of getting out, and so I tell them and – yeah, 
they take my diary. They, they, they looked around in here and they said – because I said, 
"We are not Polish. We are actually Czech and you know that Czech is now, has been 
occupied by the Hungarian. We are Hungarian citizens." He said – and so he takes a look at 
the diary, and he said, "Look, this is Polish." "No," I said, "this is Czech." I said, "And if you 
have an interpreter, then you can – you will see that this is Czech, and you know very well 
that we are occupied now by Hungary and we, and we are now Hungarians." And so he said, 
then, "All right." He said, "You will explain it at the police station. Bring with you the 
papers, and we'll check everything out. If everything is all right, you'll be – you'll go back." 
So here I know they – my friends – have nothing to worry about; but I have nothing – that I'll 
never get out of there. So I even told them already that, that they shouldn't send nothing of 
my stuff to my mother, because I don't want her to, to – she will cry if she will see my stuff. 
She should just – and she should just tell my sister Mina first, that to prepare my mother. I 
was so sure I'll never get out of there. And, and, and they were calling them in first, you 
know. The – I, I, I said, "Hope only that they call you first;" and they were called first, you 
know. They said, "All right, we'll come..." They should, they – so the three of them went 
though first, and they had all the papers. And they come out smiling, and they said, "okay." 
They said, "We are not," they told me, "we are not leaving until we see what is with you, 
because they told us, you know, 'You can go.'" So they said, "No, we want to wait for our 
friend because she's going to come back with us." Now they confront me with this, with this 
diary. I said, "Well," I said, "if you ever interpret it with that you will realize that this is 
Czech and this is not Polish. I have never been in Poland. I, I don't even, we, we have, we 
have, citizenship papers." "Where is your citizenship papers?" I said – and as I looked 
always much younger, I said, "Well, my mother didn't give me my citizenship papers. I came 
to visit my friends." I didn't tell them I'm working or anything. I said I came to visit my 
friends. I said, "But I like it so much," I said; and I told them a whole story. I said, “I like it 
so much that I want I want to stay because I have here a boyfriend.” In the meantime, I met 
somebody. I said, "And I, and I didn't want my mother to know, so – but, if you will let go 
home, I will cable my mother and she will send me the, the papers." Because, you know – so 
they said – and I was just hoping that they, they are not, they don't have an interpreter 
because in my diary I wrote, you know, everything. All my, my everything what, what was 
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happening, you know, my brother – that I was keeping this diary. So they, they are very – 
they are policemen, and very ignorant; and they are not educated people, like, let's say, in the 
States. They hardly, they can hardly read and write, the Hungarian police. So they, they did 
not have an interpreter.  

 
01:57:58 
 
 All right, and anyway they, they, they believed me. So they said, "All right. We will let you 

go, but we want you come back here in two weeks with your papers." I thought to myself, 
"That's all!" First I want, want to get, get out; but it was already after 12 o'clock. I was afraid 
that if we go home, if we walk home you know, then somebody might stop us and ask for 
papers that late at night and I will not have the second time luck, you know, that they will let 
me go. So I had still the, the chutzpah, what you would call, you know, the, the – my 
presence of mind was always very good. I, my friends said to me, "Let's go." I said, "No, 
wait." I said, "I'm not going." I, I knock on the door, and I, and I go in. I said, I said, "I would 
like you to do us a favor. Would you please escort us home, because they will think that we 
are girls, you know, looking to, you know – at 12 o'clock at night are only prostitutes," I said, 
"walk alone." I said, "And we don't want to be, be molested. Would you please escort us 
home, because we are afraid to walk home alone." He said, "Sure." They – we come with our 
police escort; and the landlady, because she was scared when, when they picked us up and, 
and they came for us, she was screaming at us before they took us. "Why didn't you tell us 
that you were, that you are Polish? It's not my fault." You know, because she wanted to show 
them that she had nothing to do with this.... 

 
Q: We do, we do have to speed it up a little bit because .... The end of this story is, you were 

deposited at home? 
 
A: I was deposited at home. I moved out of there and I and I went to a very, to a gentile 

neighborhood. 
 
Q: Okay. Now let's just stop. We need to change tapes and then we'll pick up the story. 
 
END OF TAPE #1
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    TAPE #2 
02:00:00 
 
TECHNICAL CONVERSATION 
 
Q: Okay. Will you tell us what happened next? 
 
A: In March 1944, the Nazis occupied Budapest. I knew there was no chance for me to be able 

to be safe anymore. I wasn't safe before either, but I wanted to get to my family, to be with 
my family. It was – you could not really travel. Jews were barred from travel. However, 
where I worked in that laboratory, it was a gentile family. They wanted to help me. They 
wanted to adopt me, in order to, to remain there and to be there, there, on gentile papers. But 
I refused; but what I asked them instead was she should buy me first class tickets and again a 
paper, a Nyilas3 paper. Because I knew that, that nobody will think that a Jew has the 
audacity, when they are not allowed to travel third class, to sit in a first class compartment 
and, and, and just go in style. So she told me that, that, she's afraid I'll never make it. But I 
said, "You just"– she should just do what I ask, because it worked once and I hope it will 
work again. But we had to have the yellow star sewn on, so how could...? And if you didn't 
have the yellow star, then you were killed anyway. They would throw you off the train, and 
shot. This was, this, this was a law by then installed. So what I did is I, on my yellow – on 
top of my yellow star I put on a, a coat, a rain-shine coat; and I was sitting in, you know, so I 
have the coat. I felt that if they catch me I have my yellow star, so perhaps I wouldn't be shot. 
This was my hope. But he, he, she did what I asked her. She bought the ticket. She came 
with me to the station. I was strai– I straight went into the – to the first class compartment. 
My – I, by then I was in the meantime engaged, and my fiancé came with me, with the same 
thing. She bought tickets for both of us. And it was bedlam at the train station because they 
were arresting not only Jews; they were arresting everybody and then sort the Jews. So 
because it was such bedlam I just calmly walked in to the to the first class train. My fiancé 
coached me how to jump off from the running train before we will reach Chust, where my 
sister and my mother lived at the time. Because if I, we get to the station they are going to 
ask for papers, and then we will be arrested. So before train rolls in, it slows down; and he 
showed me, he coached me how I should jump.  

 
02:03:45 
 
 

                                                

We jumped off from the running train. Yeah, when we when we, were – did not sit together 
because we, in case one – in case both don't make it, perhaps one will make it. But, thank 
God, we both made it. We jumped off from the running train. We fell down but it was – we 
didn't get hurt because it was, you know, it, it was a jump that you could that you could get 
up from. we knew how to jump. And through to the fields, we reached my sister's and 
mother's house; because we, were afraid to walk through the streets in order not to be you 
know, asked for, for papers. Then we, we arrived to, to Chust now. I was again with my 

 
3 Short for Nyilaskeresztes Párt. 
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family together, and my fiancé went back to, to his family. That was nearby town, so that he 
would be with his parents; and I was with my with my mother and sister. Shortly after we, 
were ordered to pack only, only a suitcase. I mean something what in – they formed a ghetto. 
We, were in the ghetto about six weeks. A short time. In Chust. We, were rounded up and 
we all – we stayed – we had one room with another family. We had to, and we had to be all 
squeezed in, in that one room; and my mother baked all kinds of zwieback and noodles, 
things that could that could last and jams. This is how we sustained ourselves. And there was 
you know, a, a kitchen opened up for, for the people. We tried to keep the children busy, to 
organize something, and.... But after a, a, a short while there were rumors start that we are 
going to be resettled. Nobody knew where we are going to go. There were all kinds of 
rumors. Some people thought that we are going to be resettled in, in, even in Palestine – 
they, they, they believed – I mean, the optimists. But we really didn't know what was going 
to, to happen to us. But we, were all just always very grateful as long we could be together. 
And we all, everybody felt that the war cannot last forever and that eventually this is going to 
end and that we have a chance to survive. But then one day the – we, were ordered to pack a 
small suitcase. Everybody could pack one suitcase; and they, they came in and they were 
very brutal. They started to, to chase everybody out. In fact, my mother forgot her – had 
dentures, and she just wanted to go back, you know, for the teeth; but they didn't let her back. 
And they threw, they marched us – some to a, this – some to a school – was a school, and 
some to a brick factory. And we had to wait for the next day.  

 
02:07:11 
 
 But in the, then, they started to search us. We had to, we had to undress complete naked; and 

they searched for valuables, and they, they said.... First of all, my sister gave everything 
away for safekeeping; because the neighbors all came in before we, went to the ghetto, and 
they promised that they will, they will give her back after we, we come back. But we knew it 
didn't matter who gets it; so the neighbors – she gave everything away for the neighbors. 
And my mother, just a pair of earrings she had put into a cake of soap, hoping, you know; 
she pushed in a, in cake of soap, and she hoped that this will somehow help us in the in the 
long run, because everything else was taken away from us. But was the worst was that they 
had, that we had to undress and be searched. They, they, they searched – they poked with, 
with a stick they poked in, in the vagina to see whether, whether people didn't, weren't hiding 
anything. And my, my mother was a religious lady; and, and first, that hurt me mostly, that 
she had to go through such, such a terrible ordeal. But finally we got already our clothes 
back, and, and, and we, we got dressed, and as we getting on to the train – we had to, to – 
there was sitting one SS, and he was taking down the names; and, and as, as my mother was 
holding her grandson – my, my sister's little boy – and, she had a bottle of milk. My sister 
was still nursing, because she was afraid to, to wean him, because a child should shouldn't 
starve so. But anyway she had a bottle with milk. And he ripped out the bottle of the milk, 
the bottle of the milk from, from her grandson's hand, and poured it out. And she said – and 
he said, "Let me see what you have here, you Jewish cow!" And poured it out; and, and my 
mother just said, "Oh, please, I need the, the milk for the child." He started to beat her with, 
with a heavy strap, you know, with a heavy riding − this was still in Chust, it was still just 
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getting onto the train. This was the, the prelude to the, to whatever was coming after. And I 
have, and I got so – and I started to scream. I saw that my mother was being hurt. That he, he 
turned back to me, and my mother had a chance to, to run away; and he started to beat me, 
but, but I was just so glad that I didn't even feel the, the lashes, as long as my mother could 
run away with, with the, with her little boy – with her little grandson onto the trains. And 
finally we got pushed into the trains. We, were already on the trains, all of us together.  

 
02:10:27 
 
 We, were about 80 at least in a box car. With this was for cattle. It wasn't a regular train. It 

was, a cattle train, that we could almost suffocate. There was no – we, we couldn't practically 
breathe; and we got – there were two pails for, for bodily functions. And they would, they 
stopped a few times so what, what was, they, they told my brother-in-law.... My brother-in-
law was with us, you know – my sister, my brother-in-law and their little boy Danny and my 
mother and me. We, were all together on the train, because my sister was taken away from 
Jasina, so she was not with us together. The one with the three children, and, and her 
husband was in another labor camp. So they were not together, so she went separately. We 
don't know – we just know that they got killed on arrival. So now here we are – we all, all to 
– together already. And, and, and we are terribly frightened, and, and the children are crying. 
And so finally when it stopped, when the train stopped, they, they opened up the, the door; 
and they told my brother-in-law to take out the pails, to throw out the pails and to bring 
water. In the same pails they brought water, and we had to drink this water; but we, were 
glad to, to get water because everybody was terribly thirsty. And they, they warned him if 
anybody escapes then we will all be shot. There was no, nobody really even tried to escape. 
There was absolutely no way, or no chance, and, and nobody had even any intentions. And 
my mother was, was – we, were trying just to be as close together and to hug and to and to 
tell our last – we didn't know what that we are going. We did not expect though that we are 
going to be killed because I knew, our mind could not comprehend that anybody is going to 
kill little children. We, were all with little children; because we all said, "If they wanted to 
kill us, they could have killed us here. Why would they bother taking us from, from the 
ghetto?" So, we made up that whoever will – in case we are separated – because there was 
always the chance of being separated – then we will eventually meet in Budapest. So we, 
this, this was our – that what I remember the last that we told each other. Now we are – the 
journey was a very long journey, at least about three days and three nights it took, that 
journey.  

 
02:13:46 
 
 And we arrived to Auschwitz. As soon as they opened the doors, prisoners in striped 

uniforms came on to the train and they started to, to yell that we should all leave everything 
and go down – we all must get out, leave everything in the train. My brother-in-law by some 
miracle had still a watch. So he – you know, he asked them first, "Tell me what's going on 
here." And downstairs we just heard a lot of screaming and, and yelling in, in German. 
"What's going on here?," he said to him. My sister – as soon as they opened the door, she ran 
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down with her little boy; because Danny was crying and, and it was suffocating in, in that 
train. It was a terrible, terrible journey. People were fainting. We, we, were pulling out you 
know, that – smelling salts to revive people. It was unbelievable to describe just the journey 
itself, so we, were already very glad when we arrived, at the arrival. We thought, "This is, 
this is – at least can't be worse than, than what we experienced." So my brother-in-law asked 
them, "What's going on here." So he, of course, didn't answer. So he had a watch, and he 
goes and he slips him the watch; and he tells him – and my sister was in the meantime 
downstairs, and I was always sticking next to my mother. So he said to her, "Listen, if you 
have, children, then give it away to, to either older people or, or the women with children, 
because women and children and, anybody older is going to be killed. They are killing the 
same night, the same day. There is no chance, chance for these people to survive." I couldn't 
even believe it. And my mother had the presence of mind to, as soon as she, heard that – she 
didn't know, this was my mother – then this man said it, she ran down with me, and, and I 
ran after her; and she goes over to my sister, and, and she has the presence of mind to tell 
her, "Listen, Darling, I just found out that women and children will have it very easy. All 
they will, all they are going to do is take care – is take care of the children. But – and, and if I 
don't have a child, then they will send me in hard labor. And you know I will never survive 
hard labor. But you are young, and you'll be able to survive." And before she has a chance 
even, you know, and, and before my sister had a chance, you know, to go not to give the 
child, my mother moved the child from her arms. And, and, and as soon as she removed – 
she had the child in her arms, she was pushed to this other side, you know, with all the 
women and children.  

 
02:16:55 
 
 And me and my sister were, were pushed to other side. And my mother still yelled out, she 

yelled out to me, not to my − “Cillinka, take care of your sister!" Because she knew, she 
knew that my sister will suffer when she'll find out where she took her grandson. And then I 
had a double challenge to keep my sister alive, because my sister eventually – we – there 
was not too long before we found out the truth – where we are, and what is happening. 
Because when they, they took us to a big room where we had to, where we had to undress 
and there were, and they took everything away from us. And just on the other side was the 
same big room, only that it had gas – only gas were coming out. This is where my mother 
and all the others were, in that gas chamber. And we, were in another place that we had to 
undress and dress and they took everything away from us. And they shoved us in to, to the 
showers, that we have to – but what they did is, they first opened the hot water so we got 
scalded and then they opened the cold water; so as we, were running out, we, we, were we, 
were beaten with the, with the whips to go under it. And then when we came out we, were all 
so – and first they shaved us. No, first we, were shaved. This was after – I can't even 
remember whether this was after the shower or before the shower, but we, were completely, 
you know, they shaved our hair and they shaved our, our private parts; and, and then they 
shoved us in into that shower, and then they gave us – each one got some rag to put on. Not a 
striped uniform, but just a rag – as if somebody could get a size six that needed a, a size 15, 
and somebody got a, a size – and visa versa. And so that when we, were lined up, we didn't 
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even recognize each other. We, we, were just – I was looking for my sister, and my sister 
was standing next to me; and we, we, were looking for each other. And we, were so scared 
with that piece of soap, because they were they were searching, that I, we threw away the 
soap with, with the diamond earrings because we, were not supposed to have anything in our 
hands. And we even had a hard time throwing it away, because we, were afraid they would 
they would say, "Well, what is this?" You know?  

 
02:20:17 
 
 

                                                

So when we, finally we, were lined up and they marched us to Birkenau; and, and these were 
stables that housed – and there were three layer bunks. Each layer bunk, each bunk housed – 
they pushed on each bunk 10 people. Five this way, five this way. And we just got a blanket 
to cover ourselves; and we just got – the, the food – I don't think I have to describe the food. 
So we are, finally – yes – and was we, were lined up. And, and as we, were marching, and 
as, as they marched us, there was the camp; and we saw flames are shooting out, and there 
was such a putrid smell. And we asked those, those Kapos4 or Blockältesters5 – whoever was 
leading to the to our camp – we said, "What is this?" And you know what they said? This: 
"There are your, your mothers, your sisters, your fathers. They're all burning there." I, and, 
and my sister – and I said, “Menuko6,” in the Jewish7 I said, "they are only trying to scare 
us," I said. "Don't, don't listen to what they said." Then we are finally already in our, in our in 
our bunks; and we had to stand roll call. They counted us. And they – and we, were, they 
send in each one – there were 30 in that C Lager8 and each one housed 1,000 girls, 1,000 
girls. And now it started the, the routine. We, were, at before five o'clock we, we would be, 
we had to line up, be counted; and we got some, some coffee – which it was just some kind 
of colored water – and, and, and at lunch time we got some soup, and in the evening we got 
bread. This was all the, the portions. But my sister, he, he just didn't want to live. She refused 
to eat. He, he came, she became very depressed. She did not want to live; and, and she only 
would tell me – because we, were surrounded by electrified wires, she only wanted we 
should go and kill ourselves. She would say, she would say she doesn't want to live. She 
wants to go to the wires. I always told her, "You tell me when you want to go," because this 
way I felt I have control and I can talk her out of it. So each time she would say, "Let's go 
today," I would always tell her, "Not today. Look, today we got – it's, it's too warm. Why 
don't we wait? Then it was very cold. We won't be able to – we won't be able to take it any 
longer. Let's wait. We always have time to kill ourselves." But I wanted very much to – I 
wanted to live. I, I had a lot of, you know, zest and a lot of life in me; and, and, and also, I 
felt that somebody must remain alive to tell all this. Because just like we don't know, we 
thought nobody else knew in this world, just like we didn't know, you know. And this is how 

 
4 Foreman (German); term used in concentration camps for prisoners appointed by SS to 
supervise labor squads. 
5 Barrack senior (German); 
6 Czech diminutive of “Mina.” 
7 Yiddish 
8 Camp (German) 
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I, I kept her – each day I would force, open her mouth – I would, because it would get like 
one day a piece of margarine with the bread, and one day a piece of, of wurst so I would 
change the wurst for margarine so that I could push in; and, and push in the margarine in her 
mouth, it should melt, that she should swallow. Because she didn't want to – she, she didn't 
want to eat. She didn't want to – he, he just didn't care any, any more. And I was there a, a 
few months.  

 
02:23:24 
 
 

                                                

After, after – no – after four weeks I met somebody that, that she had she was in the 
children's Block9; and she told me that I should go and be with her, that it would be much 
easier for me because her cousin is a Stubenältester10. That means that she takes care of the 
Block, and she has a little bit more to eat; and she could help us out. So – but she said that 
the Blockältester has would, would have to agree to it, and she likes talented children. She 
will get that I write poems. This is what I said, that these girls sort of saved me for, for quite 
a while...  

 
Q: Tell us about the poems. 
 
A: Yeah. I, this – I always could express myself more in writing than in any other way and I, I 

liked poetry and so I, I wrote poems. I wrote them even there. I, I would – anything that 
bothered me, I could express in a poem. So she told me, she asked me whether I had 
composed any poems; and I said, "Yes, I – about my mother, about the – and about the, the 
camp." I had quite a few poems by then already. So she told the Blockältester, and she called 
me. And she said from her, from the children's Block, from the children's Block–not from 
my Block. And she said, "Okay. you tell me your poems. I heard that you write poems." I 
said, "okay," and I told her the poems. She said, "okay." She said, "I would like you, you can 
come and, and stay in, in my Block." So I said, "All right, but I have a sister in there with 
me." She said, "All right, your sister cannot be – you look still like...." You know, they were 
like up to 15 – like 14, 15, 16. She said, "But your sister doesn't look any more the age that I 
could pass her off as a children's, Block." I said, "Well, then I wouldn't go." So she said, 
"Okay, bring your sister." And, and I brought my sister, and she passed her off. Like if they 
had a selection, so she would stand between the Stubenältester – and these were all orderlies, 
you know, orderlies. Between the orderlies. And that's how she wouldn't go through the 
selection, because every few weeks they would make a selection for the gas chambers. They 
would select people; and if you were already deteriorated, which we started to deteriorate 
very fast on the on that menu that we, were given and, and under the treatment that we 
received. Because we, we had to, to stand for hours and hours every day. People would faint, 
and we, we started to get dysenteria, and we couldn't – we had no sanitary facilities. We 
could not drink water when we wanted. We would be taken only once a day to drink water, 

 
9 Billet (German) 
10 room senior (German); term used in concentration camps for lead prisoner responsible for 
supervision of room upkeep and maintenance. 
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just like the cattle. And then if you were thirsty, once a day or twice a day they take you to 
the to the latrines. And then if you had to go – we couldn't we couldn't – we didn't have the 
freedom to go even to, to a bathroom, you know. It was absolute, unbelievable the way we, 
were treated.  

 
02:26:26 
 
 And then people were being clubbed to death for the smallest in-infraction. If you didn't 

stand right. If you, if you are – if you came out of the of the bunk five minutes later, and, and 
you, you weren't right then and there. And I will tell, tell you a few instances when they – it, 
it is up almost. So we, went, because there was something that I must get in, into − in, in, that 
was very important. finally so, so I was in, in her Block, and she would sometimes always 
call me in, I, I should recite some poems. So then everyday was a selection. She would hide 
me in, in an empty Block that they had only blankets; and she would hide there me and my 
sister so that we shouldn't go, get through the selection. Because if, if we would have been 
sel– to be selected, they would select us to the gas chamber because we, were already not in 
very good shape. So one, one day, they took us to those you know, to, to have our clothes 
disinfected. So they took, they took us to, to disinfect the clothes, and so we had to undress 
naked and wait for our clothes to be disinfected. And the SS was waiting there with us, you 
know, with the dogs. We, were surrounded by SS and the dogs. And, the Blockältester 
wanted to keep them occupied, and she li– and so she thought – she di-didn't do it 
maliciously. I mean, he, he just thought, to maybe to divert their, their attention maybe from 
other disaster. So we had amongst our midst a very talented, 14 year old girl. She was a 
ballet dancer, a professional ballet dancer from, from Budapest; and her parents were, in 
show business too. And she was beautiful. Even with, with her cropped hair, she was a 
beautiful, girl. So she said, she asked them whether they would want to see, a girl dance 
ballet – one of her children dance ballet. They said, "All right." So she asked this girl to, to 
dance. And this girl really, she danced beautifully. And, and as she was dancing, you could 
see tears were running down her cheeks; because she imagined herself, I'm sure, at a time 
when she was dancing on stage, you know, to the applause of an audience and the people. 
And, and, and I, I just saw that whole scene in my mind because I wrote about her a poem. 
And, and then when we got our clothes, they took away this girl. They didn't give her the 
clothes – I mean, they gave her the clothes back. But the SS took her with them; and we 
never expected to see her again, because if they took somebody out, they usually killed them.  

 
02:29:17 
 
 But a few days later they brought her back, and you couldn't recognize her. They had raped 

her. They, they had tortured her. And she was completely – she wasn't even, all there. I'm 
sure she didn't know what was going on with her. So for the next three days – because only 
three days was before there was that selection – she, for the next three days she was – I, I 
was always waking her up – she should come with us and stay between me and my sister. 
When, when they were having the roll call, for roll call. Because if she wouldn't show up, 
they, they would kill her. But then three days later, there was a selection. And they selec– 
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she was among them selected. From, they selected that time at least more than, more than 
half. From, from the thousand maybe 600 children were, were selected, and she was among 
those among these girls. And, and all of a sudden she tried to remove her to outside, you 
know? Because if she were to ever – it was a reflex, I'm sure, because she knew there was no 
chance of run– of running out there; because it was only a more horrible death to die. So as, 
as she would try, as she tried to run over the side where the girls was standing that were not 
selected, the SS caught her and they beat her to death with the butts of their rifles. And the 
screams I couldn't forget for many years. That why I always get this in. I always get this in. I, 
I always tell about it whenever I speak; because I always feel maybe this child had nobody 
left, nobody maybe survived because apparently, nobody could – if she was there and, and 
she was among the children – these were young people, then she was probably the oldest and 
her whole family probably was wiped out.  

 
02:31:51 
 
 So I always remember this girl. I always light a candle for her. I wrote a poem about her, and 

I always tell about her. Because her screams, as she was screaming, "Mommy, help me!" and 
"God, help me!" And I only was asking God he should – he should take her quickly, that, 
that it, it should end. Because it takes a long time to beat somebody to death, and this – but 
she was not an isolated case that was beaten to death. The, the things that we have witnessed 
is, is unbelievable, what human beings can do to other human beings. Even animals have a 
tendency to, to kill only – they would kill only for food. But they killed for pleasure, they 
could − they for – they would make a sport out, out of, out of us by – they would take, let's 
say, a girl, and, and have her have bricks – she should stand with bricks in the sun, and, and 
do all kinds of tortures. And I will just tell you for what two other girls were beaten to death 
in front of my eyes. And that was already in Nürnberg. Yeah, you, you want – I, I will go 
back first for some.... 

 
Q: First I want to go back to the selection. Would you first tell us what happened? 
 
A: All right. After that, after a few months – after this selection, the Blockältester – and they 

killed this, when they beat this, child to death – she always was hiding me and my sister after 
the selections un– in, under the covers. Under, in that one room where she had, where they 
storaged blankets. This was a storage place. But then came the day when she told me, 
"Listen. There are not any more selecting, but they are taking out – they, they don't select 
any more; but they are taking whole Blocks out, and we don't...." And I said, "So where are 
they sending?" She said, "I don't know. Some go to the gas chambers, and some go for 
work." She said, "Maybe you'll be – ours will be – maybe our Block will be lucky to go to 
work." But it wasn't. One day they came. They took out all of us, and we marched, they 
marched us straight to the gas chambers. I was holding my sister's hand, and I was just 
thinking, "My sister is getting her wish." But I was very, very mad that I am going to die. 
And, and, and I even was so mad that I told myself I'm not even going to make any prayers. 
I, I was very rebellious about, dying. And – but it was so quiet, and it was so, so orderly. 
Nobody was, was even crying. I guess we, were so – we, we knew that we haven't got a 
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chance to survive and, and I guess everybody else thought that it doesn't matter sooner or 
later. So if, if it's sooner, it's sooner. It mattered a lot to me; but, but – but there was nothing 
else to do but just be quiet, too. And then we, we heard that one, what the gas chambers were 
not empty. As, as we, were waiting the doors to open, nothing was happening.  

 
02:36:04 
 
 And after standing there like a half an hour, one SS told the next one, "You, you know, but 

let's, let's take this, this group – we will take them to Nürnberg for work, because we have an 
order to take the next day." They had an order to take the next day a group of people to 
Nürnberg to work in an ammunition factory. "So we'll make a switch. We'll take these to 
work, and the other group we will take to the gas chamber. So, we will just switch around." 
And this is how, how we, were lucky to escape that particular day. So we, were given, 
already had only – the whole time we had only one dress, and under that dress we had no 
underwear, nothing. No slip, and nobody was menstruating the whole time that we, were 
there. So they gave us still one coat. On top of this, this was our, wardrobe: the dress and that 
one coat. And they pushed us in, into another cattle train; but we didn't get any food. And, 
and I got very sick. I had high fever and I had terrible sores, this like gangrene, in my mouth; 
and, I must have gotten the fever from that. And I was shivering even though I had a coat. 
And all of a sudden, it was like a miracle that my sister became the one, you know, to realize 
that I am, that I am very sick. So she went over – an SS was eating an apple. So she went 
over and she said, "Please give, give my sister a, a piece of apple. She's very sick." But he 
gave her such a slap in the face that she fell all the way to, to where I was lying. And I just 
begged her, "Please, don't, don't ever, you..." Because nobody was allowed to approach an 
SS. In fact, if this would have happened in, in Auschwitz, she would have been 
automatically killed. And this is why she – because she was the whole time, in such a, a 
depressive mood that she didn't even know what was going on. Otherwise she would have 
known, first of all, she would have known not to say that I am sick, because if somebody was 
sick you were automatically taken out for – you know, taken to the gas chamber; because 
sick people were the first ones to be selected. But we, were just lucky that we, were in the 
train, and all that she got away with was, was being slapped and the, the whole time I was 
just like in between life and death on, on that journey. And, and I can't even know how this 
happened; but I did arrive – finally we arrived to, that was near maybe − we arrived 
Nürnberg. And that was a complete change from – at least we had, we had a, a room where 
we had much less people in the room; and we, were only two in, on each bunk was only two. 
And we had running water, and we could wash ourselves. And it, it was a much more human 
treatment. And we started to work in this ammunition factory, but naturally we, were 
starving. And so we, we, were still deteriorating because of lack of food. But they were 
bombing, constantly bombing. So we, were sometimes as long as three days without food 
and in a bunker. And, and they would just feed the SS, but they wouldn't feed us.  

 
02:39:51 
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 But then one day they took a transport of girls to go into town to bring in bread, and I was 

the from the lucky ones chosen to, to bring in that bread. And I decided, and a few other girls 
– I stole a bread and hid it in, in my coat. And as I was walking in as, as, so I was walking 
next to another girl; she said, "If you don't put back the bread, I'll tell on you because..." You 
know, because she was afraid; because if one did something, everybody was punished. It 
wasn't just that girl punished. I couldn't blame her. But I told her, "You know what? I'm the 
one to take the biggest risk, and I'll share it with you. So only don't tell on me, and, and I'll, 
I'll get it in." And I really got in to, I, I got the bread into the, all the way to the bunker, to the 
– but that day was a group of SS who, who took us in, you know, took us in to, town. They 
weren't probably so strict; so and when, when we came in, a few other girls stole some bread 
and all the rest of us saw it. That was, that was, in fact – so she told for the – she was the 
camp leader, like the camp – she was also a prisoner but she was a, a Kapo. But she was a 
prisoner just, just like us. "We want you to bring – we want you should bring back the bread. 
You go and see who stole the bread; and we want, we want the bread back." She did such a 
good job, not only did she bring back the bread but she brought back the girls who stole the 
bread. And I was one, one, one of them. They, we, were beaten so severely. I was just, I don't 
know how I, I survived it. You know, those long wooden spoons that you that you cook for a 
whole army. They – until she didn't break the spoon. I, I was, I was beaten with that and 
then. and then, and this because that, that I didn't, that, that I survived, that I did not, that I 
didn't get killed, she said, "okay, go." And she let me go. For weeks I could only on my 
stomach sleep, and I, I walked like a cripple; and I couldn't, and I had to sit and, and still do 
that, you know, the ammunition work that they took us to that factory. But then they bombed 
the, the munitions factory and they bombed and they bombed our whole camp, so we didn't 
have where to be. So they took us to Holleischen. They took everybody to Holleischen; and 
we arrived in another camp and that was already Sudetengebiet11. That was, belonged to 
Czechoslovakia. And there we started to work in this, also ammunition factory. but after... 

 
Q: Tell, tell us what happened toward the end of your stay in Holleischen? 
 
A: Toward the end of our...in, in Holleischen – after a few times, you know, taking us to work 

there – they bombed the factory, and, and then they would only take us to move stones and 
clear rubble. This was, this was all that we did.  

 
02:43:49 
 
 

                                                

And, and one day though, they took us to, for potato, to dig out potatoes for the kitchen. And, 
and so we, were also trying to steal a few potatoes; so two girls had put in their pockets 
potatoes. We didn't expect that we, that are going to search us, you know? But I was always 
very cautious. I didn't put in, in my pocket but I had...my coat had a hood. So I had a hood, 
so I put in the tip of my hood two potatoes. And my sister begged me, because she was very 
much afraid that if I'm caught. So I told her, "Look, don't stay with me. You stay with 
somebody else." Because I, I was afraid that she's going to look at me and, and give me away 

 
11 Sudeten District (German) 
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by glancing at me. But ...and we lined up to get in to, to camp, and just before getting in to 
camp, two SS, two SS women – there we had only SS women – two SS women started to 
search; and they found...and these were two sisters...they found potatoes in their pockets. 
They pulled out a potato to, to them. And I'm standing just two rows behind those two girls. 
They beat them, and beat them...the screams...they beat them practically to death. They, they 
were still alive; and, and they told them if they asked for farm girls, to take one by the, head 
and one by the feet, to bring them into their headquarters. We never saw them again. They 
finished them off for stealing a couple of raw potatoes. They beat those poor two girls. And 
now here I am standing, my...my feet are buckling under me because now I, I think to 
myself, "This...now, now I'm going to be beaten to death." They, they tried...they searched 
me...never, never, you know, luckily it was there. When I came in I was so elated with those 
potatoes. And we, nobody was really completely normal. Because I felt when I ate those 
potatoes...I said, "They taste like nuts." My sister said, "No, they taste like apple." You 
know, you could, you could imagine every taste.... This was, and I was wondering how come 
we never ate raw potatoes at home. We missed out on so much good food. We, we, were...it 
wasn't, we, weren't normal.  

 
02:46:10 
 
 So then -- all right, after that I worked with only rubble. And then when we, went once 

another – it was very close to our liberation – they, they bombed. So we, we had to, we all 
dropped to the to the floor until the bombing was over. And then when we got up, there was 
one of our girls dead. And the shame was because it was only a few days before the 
liberation; and I didn't see no bleeding, no scratch, nothing. She looked like she was asleep. 
We, we brought her back to, to our camp and to, for to be buried. And this was the day 
already that, that the next day they, they locked us in. They didn't take us out, and we, were 
most surprised that it's very quiet. That it didn't, you know, nobody came to, to line us up and 
to take us out to work. And we had absolutely no way of knowing what was going on. We 
had no idea. We, we just, we, were very apprehensive; because we felt that something must 
be going on, because just to let us stay and not getting us, .... just like you say a day's 
vacation; because they would always take us, even Sundays. They would say, "You lazy 
dogs, you get lazy." So they would take us for any excuse, to...to even if just to take stones 
from here and, and lo– and bring them over to the other side. It was just always a form of, of, 
punishing us. So – and all of a sudden we, we heard, we heard the gate, by the gate, some 
noise and then they broke open our.... We, were locked, our...our camp was locked from 
outside with a.... They broke the, the lock, and there were Russian partisans. And then this 
was the, the most wonderful day that we, that I could ever remember happening to me. And, 
and then we found out from them how this came about, because if they wouldn't liberate us 
and, and we would have had to wait for the British – which we did wait for the British 
because they didn't remain with us; they went to liberate other camps. And they – and I will 
tell it to you so that you would understand it better – there was one of SS that either wanted 
to save herself but she was from Czech parents. She was an SS – but a Czech, but married to 
a German. And for, to how she did it or how this happened that they got, they got they must 
have – they got word that we are, this camp – our Jewish camp in Holleischen, a French 
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camp and a Polish camp – all the three camps are going to be burned to the ground that day. 
So this is how they came. They surprised, and the SS were already in the woods. They 
weren't even anymore in their headquarters, but they came back for lunch. They came back 
for lunch. They came back for lunch, and they were going to, torch in the evening the, the 
camp. And they surprised them while they were having lunch. They rounded up those SS. 
You know, some of them rounded up and some came, broke open the, the gates and, and 
they came. And then when they brought us out into the open, into the in the front and they 
showed us that how our camp was surrounded by wooden logs, logs and it was soaked, it 
was completely soaked in benzene or gasoline. Just, they all, they were just prepared just to 
light a match to it and we would have all gone on, gone up in flame.  

 
02:50:11 
 
 So what they did is being that they had to go and many other places, you know, to liberate. 

So they told us -- because we, were we, were screaming they shouldn't leave us, they, they 
should stay with us. They broke open all the food, the stor– storage food where they had all, 
you know, from the SS. Everybody was running to get bread. I was running – I, it was such a 
fixation in my mind that I ran to the – to the potato fields, and I was digging potatoes. I was 
digging potatoes to no end. My sister, at least, was smart enough to run – and she thought 
that I that I was also running with, with them – for the bread; but when she came, when she 
didn't see me she had at least a bread and, and a salami. She, she started to look for me. She 
didn't see me. She came back to the field, and there I am staying; I have loads of potatoes. I 
said, "Mina, because we will never starve again. Look at all the potatoes that I am...." She 
said, "Look, we don't need potatoes for there is – people are, are having bread and salami." I 
said, I said, "I don't move from here if you if you don't help me bring in all those potatoes." 
She had to, she had to help me bring in those potatoes; because I, I would not move from 
those potatoes. This is what – because this was – I have experienced this incident that these 
girls are beaten to death, and what happened to me when that I have the strength that this is 
all I could think of at the time. But anyway, we buried that, that girl that day, you know. 
And, and then we, we had to wait for the British to come. And so they gave rifles to the 
French men that they should stand guard, because the French was a man's camp. So they 
were standing guard, guarding us until the until the British arrived; because they were afraid 
there could be a pocket of Nazis somewheres and, and come back and still kill us. And then 
when the British arrived and they already opened up, you know, we had to be quarantined 
for weeks. And we, were in terrible shape anyway and we had to learn even how to lead 
again a normal life.  

 
02:53:13 
 
 I mean, we, we, we could not, we at that time we could not be trusted with anything because 

our whole mind was, was completely.... You could be the finest and most law-abiding citizen 
before, but our whole, our, our whole that we experienced, we, were not human. We, we 
could not remain human. It took a long time for us to become human again. Because, for 
instance – I will give you an example – because this is just really for history to know – that 
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the, they set up a kitchen, and, and they asked us all very nicely and, “We will give you food 
that you can that you should eat that we give you, because your health is – if not you're not, 
you're not going to survive. You must eat only what we give you.” After we, we ate, and 
they gave a plate or, or a bowl or whatever – we would take that bowl. We would try to 
smuggle out that bowl; because our intention was not to go and, and try and find food. It 
wasn't, you know, we couldn't, couldn't imagine that this is now this normal life. You are 
going to come back. And they, they would reason with us: "Look," they said, "you're coming 
back. This is not the only meal you're getting. You're...." They had to talk to us like little bit 
stupid children, you know? "You're coming back here." But we still couldn't trust. We 
couldn't trust nobody. Even for our friends, we couldn't trust; we didn't trust nobody. So they 
had to station themselves, because if, if we take away the bowls they don't have them back to 
serve us the, the next day. They had to station, they had to station two people and, and take 
away from each one back, back the bowls, that we wouldn't walk out with all the, the bowls. 
And, and, and even af– and even after that, here I am already liberated and we, were there 
quite a few weeks until we, were allowed to travel. So my destination was to go to Budapest 
and see who remains, that if somebody remains alive. Against all odds, I still – you know, 
until you are not hundred percent sure, somehow you think some miracle happened and, and 
even maybe some just cousins remained alive. So we, were traveling in a – so we didn't need 
any store. We didn't have any, any money or any currency; but we, we just had a certain 
pass, and we, we got some, some money from the British. And – but we could travel all over 
with, without any money. And so they took us already to the train; and, and we take a – and 
Pearls and I took the train, and I'm on my way to Budapest. But in Prague, there was a, a 
directorate was giving out sandwiches, was sending out sandwiches.  

 
02:56:28 
 
 And so I went down to get a sandwich, and somebody recognized me – that I am this and 

this, fiancé. Because I meantime got engaged while I was in Budapest; and so he tells me 
that, that – whether I know that Joe is alive. Joe was my fiancé, who, who became right 
away, very shortly, my husband. I said, "No." She said, "All right." She said, "He's here. He's 
also in –” you know, it was like a rehabilitation, “you will be rehabilitating. But it was a 
beautiful place. They gave you the best food, and to gather yourself; and, and he will take 
me. So I run in to my sister and I tell her, "You come with me, because Joe is here. And, and 
we are going, we are not going to Budapest yet, we are going first, first to, to Prague." And 
we come there; and, and there as he was taking my name, it's, it's was a colleague of my 
brother who was, who was – oh, he was so happy; and he asked me about my brother, and 
tell me he's in Palestine. So he told us that we can stay as long as we want in this in that 
Charita was the name.... 

 
Q: We are running – we are almost out of time. Can you just tell us very briefly when did you 

marry your fiancé? 
 
A: Oh, I married August 21, 1945. And we had, we had two, three wonderful children. And, we 

finally were able to lead a normal life and to, able to have our children in a free country 
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where hopefully they will never have to experience what we did. And we hope that future 
generations will never have the experience that our, what we, went through will absolve all 
generations to come in the future. And all we hope is only that we are leaving behind, we as 
survivors, are leaving behind some meager tools – books, tapes, Holocaust museums. We 
want the future generation to know, to go to those museums; and when they look at those 
little shoes, that they will know that to us these are precious because they belonged once to 
our children. They belonged to my family. We lost so much. Nothing can make this ever 
right. We as survivors, we survived; but our lives were destroyed. Because, though we look 
like you, we can never be like you. We, wear nice clothes like you, we go on vacations like 
you, we make beautiful affairs. But affairs that I make, arrived a lot of friends; but the ones I 
wanted most, they never arrive. And we go to funerals and we cry for the ones that we never 
buried. The first graves that I have is now of my husband; but we have no graves to go to. I 
always wake up at night and think of them. I used to inhale the gas from my stove, just to 
feel the agony of their deaths, how they died. Because, just think if you lose one loved ones, 
you suffer. How much do we suffer if we lost so many at one time? I wanted to have lots of 
children, because each child I thought I am bringing back from Auschwitz – for each child, I 
would count your children and curse; and all I could have was three children. Oh, my head 
ache. I want you to remember not only the Holocaust. Remember the survivors. We are the 
last ones. Remember everyone, because when we are gone people will say it never 
happened. They're saying it already. Books are being written, “it's a hoax.” Look at me, and 
you'll know it was no a hoax. Look at those pictures, and you know that they're not from 
Biafra – what they're trying to say now. They are from Auschwitz. It was the first time that I 
broke down and cried, because I did this many times. But I know also that it is not for me to 
be here that long anymore, and I wanted you to see the lives – how we are living our life. We 
have educated children. We gave them everything. We didn't want to give them our hate. We 
gave them love, and we taught them how to love. But I can never forget or forgive. 
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